THE Y-PLAN FOR
YOUTH INSIGHTS
and THE McCLYMONDS
MINI PARK
by Deborah McKoy
and Walter Hood

above: Walter Hood working with McClymonds students.
left: Kevin Aaron working with McClymonds students.

Conceptual diagrams prepared with students at
McClymonds in order to reveal the site’s many histories,from left to right: 1) Searching for a site’s
poetics; 2) Constructing a narrative; 3) Picturing a
historical and personal timeline.
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mini-park in West Oakland decided to
join with the youthful participants in
realizing their vision. Besides their
sense of accomplishment, the
teenagers, too often alienated from public processes, learned the invisible
mechanisms and practices of urban
change: what they have done once,
they may be able to do again. All of
them benefited from their close working
relationships with possible role models,
and one, Yahya Abdulmateen, is now a
freshman in CED. Talking about the YPLAN experience he said:
"Getting the opportunity to work
with college students on something that
I had such high interest in was a great
experience. I got to experience what
the design process was for architects. I
enjoyed working with people who had
left: In the final design of the McClymonds Mini
Park, a permanent alleé of trees is transformed by
each class, which plants a tree for each freshman
in a planting bed (below) and removes them four
years later as seniors. The alleé becomes a chronicle of growth and change of the school.

the same career interests as myself...
The Y-PLAN helped me to get a better
understanding of planning and architecture as a whole. It also provided me an

above & right: A sequence of “community operations” create an evolving framework, leading to the
proposed final phase. Cesar Chavez Park, Walter
Hood.
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In the end it was the compelling
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Hood's dynamic approach to com-

In working with the students, school

Hood and the community have

Walter Hood '89 is a Professor in the
Department of Landscape Architecture
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